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Best slasher movies ever

I've tried a handful of movie-listing apps, and generally range from comically bad to just competent. This Flixster app, simply called Movies, puts all other apps to shame. Attractively designed, Movies has a smart interface that allows the user to see what flicks are playing, and includes many other sleek features, too. Browsable categories include Box Office,
Theaters, Upcoming, DVD and My Movies. Simple Box Office listings allow you to browse by movie title. You see every movie score on the popular review website Rotten Tomatoes, the main actors, ratings, the length of the movie, and also how much money the movie has made so far. If you click on a specific title, you'll get even more information such as
showtimes, video link to trailer, photos, overview, expanded cast list, critic and user reviews (you can add your own review as well), and links to other cinematic Websites.On theater tab you can search theaters in your area either by name or distance from your zip code within a 30-mile range. It can load cinemas on Google Maps as well. The upcoming tab
allows you to watch movies coming out soon. This tab and the tab for new releases of DVDs are just as easy to browse as the Checkout Lists tab and contain similar information. My Movies lets you customize an app with lists of your favorite movies, reviews, pictures, and more. It can also connect and work with websites like Facebook, Flixster, and
Netflix.The app is not without its flaws. Occasionally, screen load time is touch on the slow side. It is also known that the application has problems with some phones, such as HTC Hero. Still, overall, it's a huge app that does a lot of things right. Note: When you buy something by clicking on the links in our articles, we can get a small commission. Read our
affiliate link policies for more information. Masked murderers, bladed guns, summer camps, innocent teens, and tons and tons of blood. Slasher flicks are the ultimate thrill-ride. Unlike the twists and turns of so many modern spooky films, the sinister beauty of slashers lies in their simplicity. Slasher, seeking revenge, hunts a group of young people in their
nightmares. The family, desperate to maintain the status quo, hunts for a new member of the clan. Serial killer, inhabiting the body of a baby doll, wants to get away. Slashers have one goal in mind: to kill. And we, as viewers, have a different goal: to throw popcorn on the screen whenever our protagonists just can't seem to do anything right. So join us as we
relive some of the most terrifying horror movies out there. Below, the 30 best slasher movies of all time, starting with classics: Advertising - Continue reading under Halloween (1978) John Carpenter's masterpiece is not an OG slasher (that honor more often goes to Bob Clark's Black Christmas or Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho), but you'd be hard pressed find
one that is more influential and universally loved. Jamie Lee Curtis is introduced to the world here as a nanny named Laurie Strode who is (rightfully) suspicious of a certain looming figure... who just happened to run away a lunatic named Michael Myers. You probably know the rest, but if you somehow do not ... You're in for treatment. And bonus points for
the greatest theme song in the history of horror (composed, of course, by Mr. Carpenter himself). Stream it here Scream For a reason, Halloween and Scream seem to go along really perfectly (and this Variety interview between stars Jamie Lee Curtis and Neve Campbell certainly helps with that). Like Halloween, Wes Craven's meta re-imagined slasher
genre is an annual classic, a movie people flock to year after year. But the thing that makes Scream special is that even if it doesn't take itself all so seriously, it still has some seriously scares, some serious kills, and a lot of characters that you just really, really like. Campbell, Courteney Cox, and David Arquette still play the same roles 25 years later-and with
good reason. The stream is here Friday, March 13. But with Friday the 13th, as movies get camper and camper ... they a little more and more fun. We don't need to talk about the brilliantly titled Jason Takes Manhattan or in space hijinx Jason X right now, but we want to recommend Part 3, which was the very first movie where Jason put on his iconic hockey
goalie mask. Legend was born in its most true form here, and this bleak, campy, violent film is an absolute explosion. Tons of fun for every fan of the genre. Stream it here Nightmare on Elm Street This was the horror movie of a generation that forced us all to be afraid at one point we thought we'd always be safe: in our dreams. Freddy Kreuger, Fedora and
everyone would become one of the greatest horror villains ever, forever affecting slasher flicks to come. Kruger's mission was simple: to avenge his own death by searching for the deaths of those living on Elm Street. In the dream world, he's invincible. In the real world, he's powerless. In it lies the core of both this film and more of the sequels that followed.
Stream it here Candyman Several horror films were just as ambitious at the time as the Clive Barker-adapted story Of The Candyman, a murderous boogeyman chasing one of Chicago's housing projects, waiting for his presence to be evoked with a simple, repeated call to his name. A grad student begins on a mission to depel his myth, only to come face to
face with the consequences of his actions in the most violent, bloody way. Don't miss out on the Jordan Peele-adaptation coming in 2021, starring MH cover star Yahya Abdul-Mateen II.Stream it here Texas Chainsaw Massacre Next, which is both oldie and goodness! The original Texas chainsaw massacre (yes, for some reason its name is styled differently
than the newer movies in the franchise) is in many ways, and it works perfectly for its cast of normal-enough, unno know young adults who are just on a trip to check some things out and end up in a nightmare that most of them probably never wake up from. Leatherface as a villain is, well, it's a slasher classic for a reason. And in the end, you'll feel just as as
any of the victims on screen. Stream there's Baby Play Sure, vampires, clowns and masked killers are scary-but what about the murderous, knife-wielding child game? We have Kids Play to thank for single-handedly fueling our pre-teen nightmares with a sentient Chucky doll, a bad counterpart to the likes of Woody and Buzz Lightyear from Toy Story.Stream
it here you are next There are the ultimate girls like Halloween laurie Strode or a nightmare on Elm Street Nancy Thompson, and then there are the ultimate girls like Erin from You're Next who are making it their mission not only to survive But fight, strategize, and eventually outsmpt their masked killers. Erin is invited to an innocently apparent family dinner of
her friend in a house in a remote, snowy area, with a horror catch that several killers chase from the outside, with a bow and arrow as their weapons of choice. It's a violent, bloody, and all-around good time to watch Erin give the bad guys a run for their money. The stream here is Ready or Not This is almost like an inverted slasher, as our heroine—played
here by the excellent Samara Weaving—is all on her own, being chased by a group of out-of-control rich people (we mentioned that the film works perfectly when paired with Knives Out?). The film is perfectly paced, and the plot will take you to the edge of your seat from start to finish. Further proof that directors Matt Bettinelli-Olpin and Tyler Gillett took this
off the park? They were hired to direct the upcoming Scream 5-first film in this legendary franchise, not to be helmed by horror legend Wes Craven, who died in 2015.Stream it here happy death day with a picture of Groundhog Day, or Palm Springs, or a Russian doll, but with a murderous twist. Part slasher, part mystery, and all the fun, Happy Death Day is
the star of its lead, Jessica Rothe, and features just enough excitement, chills, and scares to make slasher purists happy. And did we mention his funny? Oh yes, it's funny. Director Christopher Landon's next project is a horror version of Freaky Friday starring Vince Vaughn and Big Little Lies star Kathryn Newton, and after seeing how Happy Death Day
came out we just can't wait. Stream it here saw : Do you want to play the game? an innocently-seeming question that terrified so many characters in the Saw universe. The first saw, compared to its sequel, was much less complicated and deals piling on twists and turns, which is exactly why we think it stands as the best of the franchise. Two strangers wake
up in a room in an abandoned warehouse, chained to a room. Must Follow Jigsaw survive, but soon realize their lives are connected in ways they did not realize. Stream it here Hostel This was a big deal when it came out, and certainly pushed Eli Roth into a state of horror filmmakers worth the heck after his promising debut Cabin Fever. But where hostel is
best, really, is if you don't know what's coming. For the first 45 minutes, if you don't know any better, the film is basically a sibling similar but very funny Eurotrip. And then he earns his place on this list. Don't go for this one if you have a weak stomach. Seriously.Stream it here Tucker &amp; Dale vs. Evil And horror-comedy two-for-one, this movie features a
pair of unsettles villains. Tucker and Dale, two hillbillies, accidentally took terrifying adversaries at a group of students staying in a cabin in remote woods. It's cheerful, dark, and everything you need in a fun horror film of a non-scary kind. Stream it here Hush This Jason Blum-produced film turns several horror films into clichéd-woman, at home alone,
discovering that she is being chased from outside her home by a masked killer-do refreshingly innovative film. The fact that the film contains a protagonist who is deaf adds a whole new scary element to an otherwise ordinary film, as viewers learn about slasher residency even before she does. (And we're going to hide under our covers tonight because of it.)
Stream it here Aliens Perhaps no movie on this list left more questions in viewers' minds like this. Who are the masked killers? Why are they killing in such a damn way? And why did they go after this exact couple? It turns out that we know the answer to this last question: Because they were at home, perhaps the most disturbing thing ever uttered in any
horror movie to date. Be prepared for a bloody good time, but don't expect any real solution. Stream it here Hills Have Eyes At the time of its release, the original 1977 Wes Craven-directed film was less of a success, perhaps in the shadow of the releases of Halloween and Dawn of the Dead a year later. The 2006 reboot as well as quietly entered cinemas,
but some critics applauded the film's ambitions, taking the original to a whole other level in terms of action, violence and gore. (The assumption that several survivors of a nuclear explosion have become disfigured cannibals as a result is, in itself, a terrifying thought.) It's not for the faint of heart, but that's exactly why it's on this list. Stream it here All the Boys
Love Mandy Lane High School is hell if you're popular, rich or beautiful, according to this slasher movie. Luckily for Mandy Lane, the whole school-mainly, male student body-is obsessed with her. When a group of hormonal adolescents decide to go to a secluded cabin (where all the good things happen), they realize that they are being persecuted and killed
one by one. Except there's a lot more to this story, and a origin slasher than you might think. Stream it here Haunt 'Tis season Haunted house attractions, except, actors in this particular house literally want to kill you. Be prepared for some severed limbs, violence, and all-around seasonal entertainment in this indie film about the horrors of signing off your life
through responsibility forgiveness. Stream there's Scream 4 In case you're new to Scream, or just under 25 years old, Scream 4 is an otherwise excellent entry-point in the iconic horror series. Gone are the days of Neve Campbell, David Arquette, and Courtney Cox being chased by Ghostface (though they all make solid appearances in the reboot). Now, a
whole new set of teens who now mythologize Ghostface as a murderous deity must confront him in the flesh two decades later. Stream it here Halloween (2018) There have been plenty of Halloween sequels, but the latest entry in the franchise-directed David Gordon Green and co-written by Gordon Green and his friend Danny McBride-makes a wise choice
to serve as a direct sequel to John Carpenter's 1978 classic. 40 years later, Jamie Lee Curtis is back as Laurie Strode, now grandma, and her story with Michael Myers continues. And this update fits perfectly into our present. The sequel, Halloween Kills, is on its way, and if its anywhere near as good as this first new installment, we. Are. Ready. -Stream
here's Friday 13th Part 1 So the original Friday 13th was kind of a Halloween rip off, but guess what? We just don't care because this movie created its own mythology centered on the haunting setting of Camp Crystal Lake, and a bunch of stupid,, teenagers who just don't know how to get out of their own way. Pair this with Animal House for a very fun
random early-career Kevin Bacon role double feature if you like it. But just don't expect the super iconic franchise villain to show up yet-at least not, as you most expect him to. Stream there's Happy Death Day 2U Yes, we tent this franchise hard, if only because the sequel somehow managed to be as good (if not better) than the already incredible original.
Once again, we found our protagonist Tree forced to live on the same day over and over again. (Boring, isn't it? Bare with us.) This time, the franchise tip-toes into sci-fi territory, placing the Tree in multiple dimensions. It's a funny twist that forces her to make a final decision by the end of the film. Stream there's a final destination What if slasher never really
made his physical presence known? That's the eery premise behind the Final Destination franchise (made up of five films, with a sixth on the road) where the real villain, Death, lurks around every corner. The first is the best of many reasons-scary plane scenes, terrifying bath scenes, terrifying fire scenes-you get a picture of. A truly remarkable start to a
wonderfully crafted franchise that never feels old or musty. The stream is here when a stranger calling Carol Kane stars in this spine-tingling film about the dangers of pre-caller ID communication. When the nanny starts receiving from a stranger, asking if the children are safe, she assumes it's a practical joke. It's quite clear that this is not a joke when he
receives an urgent call from the police, who are lecturing one of the most iconic lines in the history of horror. (You should probably check behind the couch right now.) Stream here is Psycho Iconic for many reasons, and for the purposes of this list, probably after the birth of the slasher subter itself. An excellent entry into Hitchcock's films, and one that can
burn forever on your brain. Perhaps not as scary as the other films on this list, but its impact on horror movies to date does not go unnoticed. Stream it here Black Christmas Forget the holiday cheer–if you're a cynic as much as we are, maybe it's time for you to delve into this terrifying story of a sorority house slasher, wreaking havoc over the Christmas
period. Be prepared for a lot of jump-scares in this horror movie that would go on to influence the production of another seasonal classic: Halloween.Stream it here Prom Night Carrie meets Saturday Night Fever in another horror classic starring Jamie Lee Curtis. Sure, it didn't quite have flares or scares halloween, but it has become a cult classic over the
years, exploring one masked killer's mission to hunt and murder a bunch of teenagers on the most important night of their teenage lives. Stream here is Deep Red 1975 Deep Red, directed by pre-Suspiria Dario Argento, has been called one of the most cutting-edge horror film masterpieces to date. (Both Quentin Tarantino and Guillermo Del Toro were
buzzed about the film.) There really is no adequate way to explain this film like this: a pianist witnessing a brutal murder taking place, and the film just spirals from there. Stream there's a House on Sorority Row Perhaps not everything that differs from Black Christmas, House on Sorority Row tends to fall more in line with your traditional slasher movie: a group
of sisterhood sisters inadvertently murder their mother's house, and then are persecuted and murdered by a sinister character as a result. It's good horror fun, but what do you do, avoid a very bad 2009 reboot. Stream it here Unfriended This film about the horrors of endless video calling (feel familiar?) falls somewhere between supernatural subterranean
and slashers. In any case, it's damn good, after a group of teens watched an avatar that plays the highest series of games that end in bloody murder. (And for follow-up, try Shudder host, a paranormal iteration that is just as excellent.) Stream it here This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this site to help users provide their
email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, please visit piano.io piano.io
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